
A Question

How might we store data, so that accessing items within the stored data
object takes more or less the same amount of time?

ie. How might we build a data structure with constant time access?

Existence

First, we ask ourselves, do such data structures exists?

• linked lists: time taken to access an item is dependent on the lists
length.

• stack, queue, etc: all built using linked lists, so they all have
similar characteristics.

• arrays: time taken to access an item is independent of the arrays
size!



Why Arrays Have Constant Time Access

To understand why arrays have constant time access, we need to think
about how arrays are represented in memory.

Example 1 Let us consider an array of 1000 elements.

Each element in the array is a pair of integer values.

We will also assume that egArray is a specific initialized instance of this
array (ie. it has non-null elements).

• thus, egArray points to the starting memory location for our array
object instance



• if each piece of integer data is stored in a single memory cell, then
the entire array takes up:

1000× 2 memory cells

0th element of egArray

egArray

offset

999th element of egArray

ith element of egArray

• so, to access the ith element of egArray we can calculate its actual
address via:

egArray + offset = egArray + 2× i

• this calculation is (more or less) a constant time calculation.



Hash Table Data Structures

Hash Tables generalize the constant time access property of arrays.

The big difference between hash tables and arrays, is that in a hash
table elements may be accessed or indexed by data structures other than
simply integers (cf. record data structures).

Example 2 A table of internal staff telephone numbers

• indexed by staff name (a string)

• table data is the internal telephone number for the index value (a
particular member of staffs name)

In order to be able to model hash tables in Java, we will choose to use
arrays.

This way we may transfer their constant time access property to hash
tables.

However, this leaves us with the problem of how do we translate the
hash tables index (which, as we have already seen, is not necessarily an
integer) into an integer value (ie. an index into our array data
structure)?



To simplify our discussion, at least for the moment, let us just consider
hash tables indexed by strings.

How might we map strings to integers?

• ASCII code of the strings first character

– could end up with many different names being mapped to the
same index value (ie. we have an address collision)

• sum together ASCII codes for each character in the string

– smaller chance of encountering an address collision, but now we
may end up with needing a larger array than we really need

– calculation might also be expensive

• multiply each ASCII code in the string by a different prime number,
then sum the result together

– no address collisions!

– very expensive calculation

– need a huge array (due to all the gaps!)



How large should our array be in this example then?

• Should we have as many array entries as there are strings?

– clearly unacceptable!

• Only require as many array elements as there are members of staff.

How do we deal with indexes that now index outside the bounds of our
array?



Hashing Functions

The process of mapping large amounts of data into a smaller hash table
is known as hashing.

Hash functions are used to perform this translation or mapping.

Since our large set of data is effectively being collapsed into a smaller
set of data, then we will always have address collisions.

In order to store data that is involved in an address collision, we will
also require some procedure for resolving address collisions.



So, given a method (partly achieved using hash functions) that
translates our index set (often large) into an integer value (still large),
we need to:

• work out a way to first shrink our integer value so that it is a valid
array index (partly achieved, using hash functions)

• work out a way to deal (or resolve) address collisions

ie. situations where we wish to store two pieces of data at the same
array location
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Next week, we will examine some strategies for solving these problems.
In addition, we will also look at how to provide explicitly and implicitly
managed memory for hash tables.


